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Copper Canyon Press,U.S., United States, 2002. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Ruth Stone has rightly been called America s Akhmatova, and she is considered
Mother Poet to many contemporary writers. In this, her eighth volume, she writes with crackling
intelligence, interrogating history from the vantage point of an aging and impoverished woman.
Wise, sardonic, crafty, and misleadingly simple, Stone loves heavy themes but loathes heavy poems.
Shapes In the longer view it doesn t matter. However, it s that having lived, it matters. So that every
death breaks you apart. You find yourself weeping at the door of your own kitchen, overwhelmed by
loss. And you find yourself weeping as you pass the homeless person head in hands resigned on a
cement step, the wire basket on wheels right there. Like stopped film, or a line of Vallejo, or a sketch
of the mechanics of a wing by Leonardo. All pauses in space, a violent compression of meaning in
an instant within the meaningless. Even staring into the dim shapes at the farthest edge; accepting
that blur. Ruth Stone s work is alternately witty, bawdy, touching, and profound. But never
pompous. Her honesty and originality give...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough guide! Its this sort of very good study. Yes, it really is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You may like the way the blogger
create this ebook.
-- Da m eon Hetting er-- Da m eon Hetting er

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna go through again once more in the
future. Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which basically modified me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel
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